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BUSINESS INSIGHTS | Mark Anderson

BUSINESS INSIGHTS

Mark Anderson | Chairman

BUSINESS UPDATE
Andrew Jay | CEO

Welcome to the second edition of
The Hard Hat magazine.

It's now eight months since we separated the two main Anderson businesses –
Construction and Development – and subsequently promoted into position two
excellent new Managing Directors, Steve Howe and Glenn Potter respectively.

Despite the challenges that I am
sure the COVID-19 pandemic
continues to cause you all, I
sincerely hope that you are all safe
and well.

Back in January, when the changes were first announced, there was an
overwhelming consensus that our chosen path was the right direction for
Anderson. I’m therefore both thrilled and privileged to tell you the business is
currently thriving with very strong indicators of continued growth.

As I explained in the previous
edition of The Hard Hat, although
I am now less 'hands on' with the
day-to-day running of the business,
I keep myself very well informed of
the activities of our Construction
and Development businesses. I
am pleased to advise that through
our teams' collective hard work –
alongside the support of our clients,
customers, supply chains and
funders – our business is growing
strongly.

In my opinion, these recent wins are a direct result of 'The Anderson Way' of
working. We’re a team and we get things done properly, but this is no mean
feat. We operate from two office locations, across five counties, with more than
20 active building sites. Including all our direct employees, our subcontractors,
supply chain partners, consultants and professional advisors, we number more
than 1,100 people – working alongside each other, each and every day.

This edition of The Hard Hat
epitomises what we do and I hope
you enjoy reading. I both thank you
and wish you well.
4
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The Construction business of Anderson has recently won a significant number
of new contracts as well as being awarded several new phases to existing jobs.
Meanwhile, our Development business has continued to build a wide range of
high-quality homes, in particular at Faversham Lakes, which has just seen the
second phase of homes go on sale, having sold out the entire first phase.

We're all part of something remarkable and, collectively, we can be incredibly
proud of our endeavours. I commend you all and thank you for your hard work
and commitment to Anderson.
I hope you enjoy this second edition of The Hard Hat. I feel the content clearly
demonstrates how we all work 'The Anderson Way', especially in our focus on
mental health in the workplace, the value we attribute to our apprentices, and
the invaluable contribution our suppliers make to our business.
Again, thank you for all your hard work. I hope you and your families have a
wonderful summer.
ANDERSONGROUP.CO.UK
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TOP STORY | A trailblazer in sustainable construction

Green technology
Anderson is proud to have worked on
the Barking Riverside project – one of
London’s largest regeneration sites,
and one of the greenest too.

A trailblazer in sustainable
construction
Climate change is a significant
issue facing the world this century
– and the role the construction
industry plays in forging a better
future has become increasingly
apparent.
We all share a responsibility to
address the sector's impact on air
pollution, climate change, water
pollution and landfill waste.
We can do this by
counterbalancing the negative
with the positive and finding
environmentally-friendly
alternatives to traditional methods.
Anderson is proud to be at the
forefront of this.
Not only do we adhere to the
complex environmental regulations
the sector already has in place –
we exceed them.
In March 2021, we invested more
than £2million in new plant
6
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equipment, with each machine
fitted with greener engines for
example.
The machinery, which includes
16 nine-tonne dumpers and
six eight-tonne diggers, are all
equipped with engines which
limit the particulate matter
produced.
This has followed in the footsteps
of another move to reduce
emissions when we ensured
our entire fleet of more than 100
commercial vehicles were Euro
6 compliant and increased the
percentage of electric or hybrid
vehicles we use.
In terms of waste management,
Anderson is – again – ahead of
the pack.

to re-use or recycle.
Finally, we do all we can to protect
wildlife at our sites.
Anderson undertakes thorough
environmental investigations to
assess whether any protected
species are present. Measures
such as isolating areas of
natural habitat and using special
fencing to section off areas of
environmental interest are used to
avoid disrupting the natural
eco-system.
We take special care at the
planning stage to make sure
developments complement their
natural surroundings – so wildlife
in the area can find a home on
site as well as the new residents.

We have also introduced
We take great care ordering
new biodiversity plots within
accurate quantities of materials,
developments.
which means we rarely have any
waste – any we do have, we strive This can be seen in the country

park in Faversham, Kent, and the
12-acre ecology site at The Quarry
in Erith.
In short, considerate planning,
large-scale investment in green
technology and careful site
management helps us to help
the wider environment – an area
where we will continue to push
for excellence.

Contracted by L&Q, Anderson laid
pipework for the development’s
revolutionary Envac Waste System,
featuring vacuum sealed pipes that
transport rubbish at speeds of up to
40mph to a purpose-built refuse site.
The extraordinary technology
reduces the need for on-road
collections, drastically limiting the
related pollution and health risks.
Anderson started work on
the site in August 2017
and the Envac centre
became operational
in January 2020.
Steve Clark,
Production
Manager at
Anderson, said: “In
five or 10 years’ time
you will see this in lots of
new developments – it
will be the same for
sporting arenas.”

ANDERSONGROUP.CO.UK
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30 years
at Anderson
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Our new
starters
include:

s Ben

s

"In my view, our current team is
one of the best teams that I have
worked with during my time here.”

ma

ve

“When you see new people and
trainees starting at Anderson, you
know there are no barriers to their
development.

Buyer

y

"One thing that hasn’t changed
in my 30 years is how Anderson
gives its employees the
opportunity to develop and shine.

With the
continuous
and rapid
growth of
Anderson, we
regularly have
new faces to
welcome in
the office and
on site.

s Apple
cu

tle

"It’s great when things change for
the better and this is something
that we are always looking to do.

A big
Anderson
welcome
to our new
starters

s

What he loves about the business
is that Anderson is constantly
adapting and evolving.

“I really enjoy working at Anderson, the team all get on
really well together.”

ton

Darren said much has changed in
the last 30 years.

“The 20 years has gone very quickly – I was just 21
when I started.

Jo

Over the past few years, he has also
been involved in the Construction and
Development businesses.

“This role as Hire Controller is my favourite though –
you get to know all the different sites and the people
working there.

Na
t

As Anderson grew, Darren headed the plant
business and set up MAP Plant at the then
Barking depot.

“I have worked in lots of different departments at
Anderson – I started off as an administrator, have
worked as a PA and then in sales and marketing.

Ma
r

“When dealing with Anderson from the
outside, I always had a gut feeling that
moving would be a good opportunity if it
arose."

She said: “I was a little apprehensive before the
interview, it being Friday 13th, but it worked out really
well. I have been here ever since.

o

When a position opened up at Anderson,
Darren decided to switch sides.

Nicola, who works as a Hire Controller at Anderson’s
plant hire business, celebrated two decades at the firm
in July.

Th

He joined in 1991 having previously worked
for a plant hire company supplying machinery
to Anderson in its early days.

A job interview
on Friday 13th could
feel like a bad omen
to some – but for
Nicola Olley, it led
to a happy 20-year
career at Anderson.

Ker
i

Darren Carter
has been
awarded an
Anderson
long service
award – after
30 happy
years at the
company.

20 years
at Anderson

Payroll
Administrator

ANDERSONGROUP.CO.UK
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Jake completes MCIPS
qualification – after five
years of hard work

Woodland Trust trees to enhance country park at
the heart of new housing development

A Senior Buyer at Anderson has
qualified as a Member of
the Chartered Institute of
Procurement and Supply
(MCIPS) – after five years of
hard work and more than 45
hours of exams.

More than 400 trees will be planted at Faversham Lakes thanks to an agreement between Anderson
and the Woodland Trust.
Anderson worked with the charity to maximise the ecological impact of the development, which
includes a brand-new country park with footpaths, lakes, reedbeds, lagoons, wildlife habitats, bird hides
and extensive buffer planting.

Jake Pannell completed his
MCIPS certification in April,
despite disruption to his studies
caused by the pandemic.

A total of 420 saplings will further enhance the green space.
This is to
certify tha
t:

Dom Brazington, Technical Manager at Anderson, said: "Developers have many crucial responsibilities
such as completing projects on time, keeping workers safe and meeting budget constraints. One
responsibility that has become much more prevalent in recent years is limiting the environmental
impact of construction.
"At Anderson we are always looking for ways to create as little disruption to the natural world as
possible and ways to enhance it.
"On this project, this has been very much at the forefront because the whole development embraces
living inside and outside a property, with the park and landscaping of paramount importance.
"The Woodland Trust donation is a wonderful additional asset to making the community benefits
outstanding for this new community and the wider area."

Youngsters bury time capsule at Faversham Lakes
Schoolchildren buried a time capsule packed with letters detailing their experience living through the
pandemic at Anderson’s Faversham Lakes development.
Year 6 pupils from nearby Davington Primary School visited the 330-home development to learn about the
construction industry and to see the capsule lowered into the ground.
Katrina Cullin, Head of Sales and Marketing at Anderson, said: “This was a brilliant opportunity for the
children to find out more about house building and the construction industry.
“With the children writing letters on what it has been like living through a worldwide pandemic, this
capsule will offer a rare glimpse into the
lives of children experiencing a significant
moment in history.”
At the end of the day, when the children
were asked whether they were interested
in a career in construction – lots of hands
were raised.
Headteacher Chilton Saint said: “The
children thoroughly enjoyed the day. It was
a lot of fun and very informative.
“The staff on site put a lot of effort in to
make it an enriching experience for all the
pupils.”
10
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Ron reels in the anglers for
Anderson fishathon
A team of construction workers are set to battle it out to
catch the biggest fish at a 24-hour sponsored event in aid
of charity.
The fishathon has been set up by Ron “Rocket” Sant,
Senior Site Manager at the Crest Nicholson development
of Limebrook Park West, Maldon, Essex.
The event will raise money for the Construction Industry
Helpline funded by the Lighthouse Construction Industry
Charity as part of its mental health campaign Time to
Change, Time to Talk.
Rocket, 61, said: “Every Sunday I go carp fishing and it’s the
only thing I can do which completely unwinds me.
“I thought it would be an excellent thing to encourage
others to try – and raise money for a very important cause.
It will be a challenge to see who can catch the most fish
and who can catch the biggest.”
The event is due to take place this summer. For more
information or to take part email:
r.sant@andersongroup.co.uk
Read more about how Anderson supports its staff in
mental health on page 18.

He said it was a relief to have
passed his exams after so much
hard work and praised Anderson
for supporting him throughout his
studies.

“

From the financial backing to the
support I have received through my
exams, Anderson have been really
good to me.
If they see an opportunity, they are
willing to invest in you – they give
you so much support, every step of
the way.
Anderson sees the potential in you
and wants to make the most of it.
I would like to say a big thank you to
Steve Hammond, who first put me
in touch with the relevant people,
but also to Anderson as a whole for
funding the entire process.

”

Without this, it would never have
been possible – I’m very grateful.

Read more about Jake's day-to-day
job at Anderson on page 16.

Have you got staff news to share?
Email us at media@andersongroup.co.uk

ANDERSONGROUP.CO.UK
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GLENN POTTER | Building a collaborative workforce

STEVE HOWE | Shortages in construction

Shortages in construction

Building a collaborative workforce

GLENN POTTER

C

ollaboration occurs when
team members work
together to achieve the
same business goals. Here
Managing Director
of the Development
Business, Glenn Potter, explains how
his team has come together following
a series of promotions and a period of
reorganisation to do great things in the
last quarter.
Building a collaborative
workforce is about
empowering staff,
encouraging problem
solving, enabling
knowledge sharing and
establishing common
objectives.

months and they have become immersed
in 'The Anderson Way' of doing things
thanks to the team promotions that took
place in March.
In addition, it has been an absolute
pleasure to see the whole department
eager to embrace the plans I have put in
place to support the growth strategy of
the development business.

“

We are looking at
our busiest year
yet in development
which is testament
to the hard work of
the team.

Since the last edition of
The Hard Hat when we announced some
changes in our business, this has been
my focus – uniting the team to tackle
obstacles and celebrate achievements.

The biggest challenge is the ongoing
material and labour shortages across
the industry. We are addressing this by
preparing and planning for the long term.
To support this, we have taken on a few
new starters over the past couple of

This has led to further
collaboration between
the Construction and
Development businesses
which is improving our
overall performance across
the board.

”

We are now looking at
our busiest year yet in
development – a 30%
increase in units targeted
for this financial year in fact.
Again, this is testament to the hard work
of the team and their desire to progress
and be successful.
In short, I believe it is our collaborative
approach which is helping us reap these
rewards and I am proud to see the
business coming together after what has
been an exceptionally challenging 18
months for our industry and the world.

S

STEVE HOWE

hortages across the
the high standards we have all become
construction industry
accustomed to. What’s more, since the
have been widely
last edition, everyone has been working
reported in recent
months. Here Managing tirelessly to secure new work and
Director of the Anderson assist in safeguarding the future of the
business. For this I am truly grateful.
Construction Business,
Steve Howe, explains how careful
However, like everyone else in the
planning – and an apprenticeship
sector, we are
drive – is keeping
Anderson
In the 34 years I have been having to plan
projects on time
working in the Industry I find way in advance to
and on budget.
secure the delivery
it difficult to remember a
of materials, plant,
The industry seems
sub-contractors
time
when
there
was
such
a
to be getting back
and any additional
to some sort of
strain on resources.
labour – and I
normality after
numerous lockdowns and restrictions. believe this pressure will, in the short to
medium term, be the biggest challenge
We have been fortunate enough to
we face. However, as part of our efforts
be at the forefront of the economic
to meet this challenge, I am pleased
recovery, exceeding expectations
that our 10 new construction apprentices
with an abundance of new projects in
have now been selected and are about
the pipeline and no signs of it
to start their two-year Level 2 Diploma
slowing down.
in Construction Operations. I welcome
With our business restructure in
them to the Anderson team and look
January and the teams totally
forward to catching up with them all in
focused, we continue to perform to
due course.

“

”

As a final note, I would like you all to take a moment to think of those who have
not been so fortunate throughout this pandemic. Recently I lost a dear friend
who was struggling with his mental health. I had no idea he was suffering. No
matter how busy we all are, it's important to take time to check in with – and
look out for – others. Be kind, it might make all the difference. RIP Mitchell.
If you – or anyone you know – is struggling with their mental health, please
see the list of resources on page 18.
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DEVELOPMENT PROFILE | Faversham Lakes, Faversham

Faversham Lakes is an innovative development
of 330 contemporary homes set in 131 acres
that includes a vast country park.
The site was originally a series of lakes and
quarries and Anderson has carefully designed
the properties among the lakes to create a
picturesque country-feel.

330

new homes

35%

affordable housing

£100m

gross development value

Faversham Lakes: Countryside

living just a mile from a major town
14
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“

The scheme expands on the concept of
boundless living with houses embracing
spacious open-plan living as well as the idea
of bringing the outside in, with generous
gardens and all within walking distance of the
landscaped parkland.
Anderson has also enhanced community
facilities on site.
This includes redeveloping the former Oare
gunpowder works as a heritage centre, the
provision of a new scout troop headquarters,
an extended car park for the local school and a
community theatre.
Testimonials from those already living on site
demonstrate community spirit is already in
full swing and that they are thrilled with their
purchases.
This superb feedback led to Anderson scooping
an In-House Research gold award for developers
with a 100% customer satisfaction rate.

Family and friends who've been able to visit have been very
impressed with the spacious layout of the development
overall, and particularly the viewing platform for the lake
with its two full size cannons, recognising the development's
former use as a gunpowder factory.

Sue Longman
Homeowner at Faversham Lakes
ANDERSONGROUP.CO.UK

”
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Jake
Pannell
Senior Buyer, Anderson
Having joined Anderson in 2015,
former bricklayer Jake quickly
rose through the ranks to the
role of Senior Buyer, through a
tenacious knack for
plate-spinning, problem solving
and precise decision making –
not to mention a newly earned
degree-level qualification in
procurement and supply.

A DAY IN THE LIFE | Jake Pannell

6am

I get up at 6am. I recently got a puppy, Chuck
the Pomeranian (my girlfriend’s choice of
breed), and Chuck needs walking. We take
the track directly opposite my estate, which
is surrounded by fields and fishing lakes. It’s
so peaceful. You often catch a lot of wildlife at
that time of morning, and it gives me that 20 to
30 minutes to plan my day in my head before
the madness starts.

7am

I leave the house just short of 7am and get
into the office around 7.20am. There’s usually
around five or six people in the office. The
production managers start at stupid o’clock.
This is when I tackle my email inbox.

8am

At 8am, I usually sit down with my colleagues
Marcus and Chris. We go through what needs
our immediate attention and whether there’s
anything we need to prioritise. We work on a
flag basis on our emails. So, we’ll sit down and
go through the flags to see what’s urgent. By
8:15am, we generally have an idea what we’re
doing for the day.

9am

As with most roles at Anderson, the job
varies hugely each day. I can be working
with the surveyors, assisting with variation
orders or issuing them with a job specific
cost to complete analysis. I can be working
alongside the estimators, advising them of
my thoughts, concerns and issuing them with
tender specific rates to issue to the client. Or
I can be looking at jobs we’ve secured and
preparing bulk orders on the back of detailed
cost comparisons. A lot of my job is also based
around problem solving, especially during
a time when material supply is extremely
challenging.

On the days when I’m on-site, my role is
equally varied. If we’re trialling a new product,
I want to be there to see and understand its
purpose and how it is installed. I will often
need to meet with the production and site
managers to discuss and solve logistics
problems and help manage their expectations
supply-wise. Some days I’ll make time to visit
our suppliers and their facilities. At any given
time, I’m dealing with more than 50 suppliers.
I’m a big believer of building and maintaining
supplier relationships in order to receive the
desired levels of service.

4pm

The work day usually ends as it begins. Marcus,
Chris and I will sit down and look at what needs
to be prioritised for the following day and make
sure everything is in order before we leave the
office around 5pm.

5pm

I have my son to stay at the weekends, so I
see my weekday evenings as my weekend.
Monday nights, I usually play six-a-side. I also
try to get at least two or three gym sessions in
every week – and I’ve started playing golf, so I
try to get at least one round of nine holes in.

7pm

My girlfriend and I usually have dinner around
7pm and I try to get one episode of something
in before bed around 10pm.

Jake has
completed
his MCIPS
qualification!
Read more on page 11
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HELP
INSIDE
THE
HARD
HAT
The construction industry has historically
concentrated on physical health - quite correctly
when you consider the inherent risks involved
in the activities carried out. Focus has been on
managing these risks, which has been typically
supported by training and control measures to
maintain a safe working environment.
Until recently, mental health has not been taken
as seriously as the possibility of broken bones. But
Anderson are leading the way now, making this
much more of a priority.

Much of the problem here is that construction is
plagued by unhelpful stereotypes, many of which
are linked to the fact that the industry is still
male-dominated.
18
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Construction Industry Helpline
www.constructionindustryhelpline.com
info@lighthouseclub.org
0345 605 1956
Masculinity is intrinsically linked to being stoic,
strong and tough. “Real men” do not talk about
their feelings.
The Anderson Way
The construction industry has to play a
fundamental role in changing the perception of
mental health and eradicate the stigma of asking
for help.
We all need to do more to identify signs and
symptoms, improve awareness through training
and encourage more open discussion of mental
health and wellbeing.
At Anderson, we have taken this very seriously in
the last few years.
We strive to create a working environment where
employees feel comfortable, supported and
valued.
At induction stage, employees receive information
on the Employee Assistance Programme
and managers take time to make sure we
are encouraging conversation, implementing
strategies to support workers and reducing the
stigma surrounding mental health.
It is surprising how taking time to ask “how are
you?” or “do you need any support?” makes
a big difference and can spark a worthwhile
conversation.
Site training sessions in the past have been
delivered with initial apprehension but then
enabled people to see the benefits and “open up”.

We are members of the Working Well Together
Group, running Safety Health & Awareness Days
that provide health and safety advice to small and
medium sized contractors; our Training Manager
Steve Hammond delivers modules specifically on
mental health.
We also have many mental health first aiders
across the business who guide staff to
professional services and support groups.
You come first
We have always been a company that cares about
its staff and puts their health and wellbeing first.
But while we know a hard hat does the job of
keeping workers safe from physical injury on site –
we concentrate on what’s underneath that shell too.

one to tur
e
n
m

Mates in Mind
www.matesinmind.org
0203 510 5018
Mind’s Guide to Workplace
Mental Health
www.mind.org.uk
Mental Health First Aid England
mhfaengland.org
Health in Construction
Leadership Group
www.healthinconstruction.co.uk
Health & Safety Executive
www.hse.gov.uk
You can call Samaritans any time day
or night on 116 123

Simon Arnup, Pre-Development Manager, has undertaken mental health
awareness training.
He took part in an extensive course which takes a practical approach to
creating competent and confident workplace staff. These staff are then
able to spot the signs and respond to the mental health needs of a person
experiencing a mental health issue.
The only effective, sustainable approach to employee wellbeing involves
the whole organisation. At Anderson we have all the elements in place to
support staff and are taking great leaps forward in developing a culture
where people can speak up and access that support.
We all have a role to play to better understand mental health and I’m very
proud to be at the forefront of that in our business.

to

A silent epidemic
According to the report by the CIOB, which was
carried out before the COVID pandemic hit the
industry, 26% of workers thought about taking
their own lives in 2019 – with 97% saying they felt
stress at least once in the year.

WHERE
CAN
YOU
GET
HELP?

So

Construction can be a rewarding industry
to work in, but according to a report from
the Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB),
construction industry professionals are more
likely than average to experience work-related
stress and other mental health issues. Here
Richard Knight, Delivery Systems Manager at
Anderson, explains how the company supports
staff and champions a culture of communication.

OPINION | Focus on mental health

“

”
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CONSTRUCTION PROFILE | Wycke Place, Maldon

Maldon in Essex is in the grips of major
advancement thanks to several housing
developments – one of which is the brainchild
of Crest Nicholson, working in conjunction with
Anderson.
The award-winning housebuilder is bringing
more than 400 new homes to a site in Wycke
Place alongside commercial space and
amenity areas, all set within 74 acres.

400+
74
4,650
homes

acre site

homes required for
Maldon under the LDP

Wycke Place: a development meeting
the housing needs of Essex
20
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“

Anderson was contracted in February
2018 to assist Crest on design and budget
proposals and subsequently helped Crest’s
archaeological consultants undertake various
exploratory works.
Anderson carried out Section 278 Council
Highways works to form two new site accesses
to serve the development, widened the
existing Maldon Road and provided a new
footpath and the existing carriageway was
realigned with new kerbs, traffic islands and
new drainage being installed.
Anderson also upgraded street lighting and
associated furniture, provided carriageway
access to serve the sales centre and show
home, and completed construction of all works
to plots 3–106, including external finishes and
soft landscaping.
The development ties in with Maldon District
Council’s Local Development Plan that found
that Maldon's objectively assessed housing
needs for the plan period between 2014–2029
was 310 dwellings per year.

This area is perfect for working professionals and families
looking to make the most of town and country living in
Maldon, without having to compromise on great travel
connections.

Karen Coulson, Sales and Marketing Director at
Crest Nicholson Eastern

”
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SUPPLY CHAIN | All under one roof

All under one roof

Roofing

Anderson has spent many years developing, building and nurturing relationships with a number of
trusted suppliers and subcontractors - and they help us build quality homes across the country.
This is a nod to just a handful of those companies we work alongside each and every day.
In every edition of The Hard Hat we will dedicate this page to celebrate these businesses - it’s our
hats off to you all for being part of the wider Anderson family!

APS Bricklaying
Bloss Brickwork Ltd
DF Brickwork Ltd
Metric South East Ltd
NBA Building Ltd
P H Brickwork
Roberge Brickworks Ltd
System Method Building Ltd

Texo Scaffolding & Construction Ltd
D&B Scaffolding Ltd

13

6

12

18

5

16

15

10
4
24
22

23

22
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17

Cleaning

15

3

Flooring

16

Century 21 Services Ltd
KC Cleaners
Simcott Personnel Management Ltd

6

Wardrobes

18

Mirrors

19

Fencing

20

Tarmacking and Surfacing

21

PCC Floor

22

10

Block Paving and Externals

23

11

External Glazier

24

Kitchens

Manor Interiors T/A Optiplan Kitchens Ltd
The Symphony Group Ltd

Painter & Decorator
D.A. Rudd Ltd
GEM Decorating Ltd

Wall Tiling

20

14

Baines Construction Ltd
Keytec Geomembranes Ltd
McIntyre Construction Ltd

Electrician and Street Lighting

PJH Group Ltd
DBD Distribution Ltd

21

Concreting, Screeds and Membranes

17

Appliances Fitters

14

13

Enviro-Therm Insulation Ltd
Max Energy Ltd

Landscaping

CGL Drylining Ltd
NDW Essex Ltd
MDS Contracts Ltd

8

Loft & Cavity Insulation

5

Dryliner

9

12

IAC Construction Ltd
Systemastic Ltd

Plumber

GM Briton (Public Works) Ltd
Laser Electrical Services Ltd
Simcott Electrical
E.W. Gee Ltd

7

2

Mastic Pointing

4

Laser Mechanical & Electrical Ltd
Tarbin Plumbing & Heating Ltd

11

1

Carpenter

PGM Carpentry Contractors Ltd
JP Gattrell Ltd
Manor Developments (Kent) Ltd

19

3

Bricklayer

Scaffolders

1

2

DW Russells Ltd T/A Russells of Headcorn
Steadfast Roofing (S&E) Ltd
Cambridge Polymer Roofing Ltd
DF Roofing Ltd

EB Tiling Solutions Ltd
Stone & Ceramic Ltd
Avantgarde Tiling Ltd

LLA Brown & Son Ltd
Connect Floors Ltd
Floorcraft Contractors (London) Ltd

Cox Landscapes Ltd
TCL Landscapes Ltd
Plant Style Ltd
Home Décor GB Ltd
Pegasus Glazing & Window Fixing Ltd

7
8

C&W Fencing Ltd
Maifords Ltd
MACL
DAC Contracting

9

Concrete Floorfix Ltd
Footings and Floors Ltd

Colne Paving
JSR Landscapes and Groundworks

Chigwell Window Centre Ltd
A&B Glass Company Ltd

ANDERSONGROUP.CO.UK
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D&B
SCAFFOLDING

“

D&B Scaffolding was founded in the
same year as Anderson and the two
companies have grown in unison, both
from headquarters in Chelmsford.
The scaffolding firm is owned by Gerry
Dobbs and Bellman Bird but daily

operations are run by Managing
Director Ross Scotney who
oversees in excess of 300
scaffolders and 50 office and
yard staff.

with Anderson and have
forged quite a partnership
with them over the decades.

At D&B we pride ourselves on
working with the majority of the
UK’s biggest house builders and
construction companies.

Our own expansion has seen
us open a second division in
our purpose-built facility in
Fenstanton, Cambridgeshire,
and our aim is to grow in this
area over the coming years.

We have a great relationship

D&B provide the full contract

”

PGM CARPENTRY
CONTRACTORS

The company, based in Rayleigh, Essex, has
since become one of the leading specialists in
carpentry and window installation in London
and the East of England.

“

DAC Contracting is an asphalt and macadam
surfacing contractor which has worked with
Anderson for a number of years, providing
machine and hand lay surfacing works for
many of its projects.

Anderson has grown a lot, like we have, so it
has been interesting seeing them stepping
it up and taking on larger projects and
developments.

The company was formed in August 2003
alongside its sister company DA Cant and its
services range from surfacing small domestic
driveways to large industrial carparks and
adoptable highway works.

I really like the approach they have in
seeking to create a superior product, it has
been great to see.

”

“

Leigh Polding, one of the four company
directors, said:
Thanks to our conscientious and dedicated
long-standing employees, we are able
to deliver and maintain a quality and
professional service and offer a personal
approach to our business.

”

DAC Contracting currently employs 37 staff
forming six skilled teams – two machine lay,
two hand lay and two small works crews.
Its offices are based in Dedham near
Colchester, Essex.
24
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For more information visit
www.dbscaffolding.co.uk

APS
BRICKLAYING

He now runs a team of 130 self-employed
bricklayers, many of which are working on
the substructure brickwork for Anderson
on Crest and Taylor Wimpey sites in
Maldon, Hopkin Homes sites in Mistley and
Brightlingsea and at Needham Market.

DAC
CONTRACTING

Glen said he enjoyed working with Anderson
and was delighted the two companies had
thrived throughout their relationship.

For more information, visit
www.pgmcarpentry.co.uk

SUPPLY CHAIN | All under one roof

Adam Stringer has laid bricks for Anderson
for more than 20 years – but for the last
decade has been the owner of his own firm,
APS Bricklaying.

Brothers Paul, Glen and Mark Durrant, owners
of PGM Carpentry Contractors, have been
working with Anderson since the early 2000s
– and have seen their own firm’s turnover more
than quadruple in the last 15 years.

Anderson has a great way of
working and we always enjoy
working on their sites.

scaffolding package and
undertake a broad spectrum
of projects from small works
to large schemes from the
straightforward to the technically
challenging.

For more information, visit
www.dacant.co.uk

“

TEXO
SCAFFOLDING
Texo Scaffolding is a dual depot company
founded in 2010 by Robert Hayward.

Believe it or not, as well as working on a
number of Anderson projects, I also laid the
bricks for Mark Anderson’s own house in
Theydon Bois many years ago.

It is a service provider working in sectors
including new build developments,
regeneration, utilities and specialist cladding
replacement scaffold, covering projects
ranging from £2,000 to more than £3m.

To have such a long-running relationship with
the company has been instrumental to the
growth of my own business.

”

Multi-award-winning APS Brickwork was
first founded in 1997 under the name Paul
Payne Brickwork and Adam was one of its
employees. In 2012 he bought the company,
based in Tiptree, changing the name in 2017.
For more information visit
www.apsbricklaying.co.uk

“

It has yards in Witham, Essex, and
Swanscombe, Kent, which provides access to
the South of England and the Midlands.
Since it was founded, thanks to the firm’s
client care and a diligence towards each
project, the business has grown exponentially
with a turnover in excess of £10million.
Robert said:
We are never happy sitting on our laurels and
are constantly striving to improve our health and
safety, communications and service to clients.
Texo have developed a great relationship with
Anderson which goes from strength-to-strength.
We have worked alongside them on various
phases of their Erith development, and we look
forward to building on this partnership.
For more information, visit
www.texoscaffolding.co.uk
ANDERSONGROUP.CO.UK
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MAKING IT HAPPEN | Anderson’s huge investment in digital

AWARDS | Faversham floors the competition as it scoops awards

Making IT happen: Anderson’s huge
investment in digital
When a company operates across 25 locations with
vast amounts of people undertaking a wide variety
of tasks, its IT systems need to be bulletproof. Just
ask Anderson IT Manager, Leigh Cummings, who’s
currently overseeing an investment of more than
£250,000 in Anderson’s complex digital infrastructure.

Faversham floors the competition
as it scoops awards

With a sudden shift to homeworking in 2020 owing to
COVID-19, Leigh had his work cut out. But Anderson’s
IT lead was already one step ahead of the curve, having
meticulously planned a shift to remote, cloud-based
working long before the pandemic hit.

A development which expands on the
concept of boundless living has captured the
imagination of judging panels in a range of
national award schemes.

This attention to detail also saw Anderson
win the In-House Research gold award
for Faversham Lakes for 100% customer
satisfaction.

Faversham Lakes in Faversham, Kent, will
create 330 contemporary homes set in a
131-acre plot that includes a vast country park.

These wholly independent, customer
satisfaction awards are based purely on
customer feedback with gold accreditation
only given to those delivering exceptional
service throughout the customer journey.

“We’re basically looking at a digital transformation,”
Leigh said. “Our vast workplace requires a considerable
amount of collaborative working, often involving
hundreds of live documents, some of which have always
been managed through manual, paper-based systems.
“We’re now embracing, testing and implementing
Microsoft’s Sharepoint cloud-based system, which is
already showing a vast improvement in the ways in
which we collaborate.”
Put into layman’s terms, when paper and digital
documents are shared around, either by hand or email,
there’s a risk of loss and incorrect duplication. When the
documents are shared and stored virtually, the room for
error is greatly reduced. However, the implementation
of such systems requires a cultural shift – and this shift
can’t be introduced overnight.
“ICT is another tool for our colleagues,” Leigh said.
“But, like any tools we use, we need to make sure our
teams are confident and comfortable using them.
“Across all our sites at any given time, more than 200
people can be working across hundreds of documents.
So, to ensure we get it right, we’ve been testing the
system with a pilot group.”
The panel tasked with trialling the new system is the
Health and Safety department along with the team at
Chilton Place, Sudbury, which have so far reported very
positive feedback in the new ways of working.
“Once we’re satisfied that the new system is workable,
we’ll be rolling it out across the entire company,” Leigh
said. “From improving our cyber security to enhancing
our competitive edge, we’re really excited about the
changes we’re soon going to see.”
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Every single house embraces spacious
open-plan living as well as the idea of bringing
the outside in, with generous gardens all within
Faversham has also won an NHBC Pride in
walking distance of the landscaped parkland.
the Job South East award, which was given to
This addresses the specific need for those
Alan Clarke, Project Manager on the Anderson
seeking the country lifestyle while benefiting development.
from being in close proximity to a town with
We are immensely proud
excellent commuter links to London.
of everything we have
The scheme has reached the finals of
achieved with this
the First Time Buyer Readers' Awards
development – and
for Best Large Development after
are particularly thrilled
impressing judges with its innovative
with the feedback from
approach to community – highlighting
people living in the
the importance of access to shared
homes here who are
amenities and a wider culture of
universally happy.
inclusion and sense of belonging.

“

“Buying our
first home
was a great
experience
from start
to finish”

”

Karly Madams and Oliver
Jaynes found the homebuying
process enjoyable thanks to the
guidance and helping hand of
the Anderson team at Faversham
Lakes.
Oliver said: “Their enthusiasm for
the properties was infectious. It
became very exciting. It is a huge
investment buying your first
home. We can honestly say it
was an easy decision and really
straightforward.”
ANDERSONGROUP.CO.UK
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APPRENTICESHIPS | Apprenticeship programme to attract new blood to workforce

CSR and ESG:

APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMME
to attract new blood to workforce

inbuilt in 'The Anderson Way'
The foundations of both Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Environmental, Social
& Governance (ESG) standards is the same – the adoption of practices and policies by
corporations that are intended to have a positive influence on the world. Both are self
regulating business practices that help a business be more accountable to itself, its
stakeholders and the public. For Anderson, they have been part of the story right from the start.

Anderson has relaunched its
apprenticeship scheme to encourage
new blood into the construction
workforce to help the economy recover.
The Groundwork Apprenticeship
Scheme has found 10 new recruits aged
16 and over who will be undertaking
a two-year Level 2 Diploma in
Construction Operations.

By definition, CSR is a self-regulating business practice
that helps a company be socially accountable to itself, its
stakeholders and the public. CSR takes many forms and
varies from sector to sector, but, in general, it concerns how
a business operates economically, socially and – in line
with ESG – environmentally.

The roll-out follows news that nationally,
the construction sector has seen
apprenticeship numbers fall by 40% –
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Although CSR and ESG are relatively new business
considerations, Glenn Potter, Managing Director of
Anderson’s Development Business, charts Anderson’s
approach to the process back to when the business was
established in 1987.

Steve Howe, Managing Director of the
Construction Business, said:

“

It is time to reignite interest in young people in construction-based careers.
Pre-coronavirus the industry was working incredibly hard to attract new blood into the
sector – an industry which is in the grips of a skills gap with plenty of work and not
enough people to do it.
COVID-19 has highlighted the importance in finding stability, consistency and security
in a job and a construction apprenticeship would allow them all.

"There were roughly 743,000 people
participating in apprenticeships in
England in 2018/19, with almost
394,000 new starters in that
year alone. However, six out of
10 employers stopped all new
apprenticeships when the pandemic hit.
“It was understandable that businesses
contracted during the height of the crisis,
but we need to be doing whatever we
can to address the shortfall now because
apprenticeships are an investment in the
future of this industry."
The candidates for the Groundwork
Apprenticeship Scheme for 2021
will take part in a pre-apprenticeship
programme in August run by Colchester
Institute with the candidates enrolling
on the full apprenticeship in September.
Although this year’s intake has
been filled, Anderson always invites
applications via:
apprentices@andersongroup.co.uk
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CSR AND ESG | Inbuilt in 'The Anderson Way'

Ryan Scofield

”

Ryan Scofield joined Anderson as an
Apprentice in 2010 – and is now imparting his
knowledge to the next generation.
The 27-year-old from Witham heard about
Anderson’s apprenticeship scheme as a teenager
after a family friend, who worked at Anderson, said he
should give it a shot.
“I had heard a lot of good things about the company so decided
to apply,” he said.
“Right from the start, they really look after you.
“Whichever site I have gone to and whoever I have worked with
at Anderson, I have never felt out of place – it’s like a big family.”
Following 18-months working as an Apprentice, Ryan spent a
further six years as a Groundworker and then as a Foreman.
Now a General Foreman, Ryan has new apprentices looking to
him for advice.
He said “Once I became a Foreman, I became a mentor for new
apprentices myself.
"It’s great, I have been in their shoes so I know what it feels like.”

“It goes back to what Mark Anderson and the Board stood
for, the very first time I met them,” Glenn said. “And it’s just
carried on and grown with us.”
Taking Anderson’s record on recruitment as an example
of its approach to CSR, the firm’s staff retention remains
one of the best in the industry, with many starting as
apprentices and now 25 to 30 years later, still with the
business.
“You’ll have heard people talking about ‘The Anderson
Way’,” Glenn said proudly. “It’s what the business is about
and what individuals who work within the business take on
themselves.”
Even before employees join the company, representatives
of the business are out there spreading the ‘The Anderson
Way’ – through action rather than rhetoric. It’s through
these actions, that sit at the core of the business, where
building with respect, integrity, delivering social and
environmental benefits, including fundraising, where
individuals taking pride in what they produce day-in,
day-out, completes the circle.
“Steve Hammond, our training manager, does lots of
stuff in the background,” Glenn said. “He regularly goes
into schools and colleges and teaches safety training,
construction knowledge and even interview training.
Whether it’s Anderson’s dependability on going above and
beyond in its obligations (for example: spending in excess of £15m on the building of the state-ofthe-art Lime Wood Primary School at the Erith Quarry development), or whether it’s the business
simply sponsoring a young employee in his sideline boxing career, it’s knowing where and when to
do the right thing.
“It’s about how you want to conduct yourself as a business and going about that in the right way,”
Glenn said. “And by doing so, it is much more rewarding to be part of a thoroughly well-run and
decent business.”
ANDERSONGROUP.CO.UK
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MEET THE TEAM | Rocket helps apprentice reach for the stars

				

		

Rocket helps apprentice
reach for the stars
At 61, Ron 'Rocket' Sant has spent more than half his
life on an Anderson building site. During that time, he
has mentored and trained dozens of employees.
One of his biggest success stories is Paul Davies, 34, who
started as an apprentice at 16 and is now a Site Manager, just
like the man who took him under his wing. What’s more,
Paul has gone on to mentor Ryan Scofield, 27, who, in turn,
has gone on to train Ronan Fry, 20.
All four have found themselves working together again
– with Rocket and Paul managing sites across the road
from each other in Maldon, Essex.
Tell us a bit more about your career path to date
Rocket: I started working in groundworks at 20 and
one day I was driving home and spotted an
Anderson van leaving a site near my home. It
seemed like a sign so I gave them a call, had a 20
minute interview and landed a job. Thirty years later
I’m still here, a Senior Site Manager on the Crest
Nicholson development at Limebrook Park West.
Paul: Meanwhile I’m on Limebrook Park East across
the road. I started my site management training
under Rocket who encouraged and nurtured me,
pushed me to start running my own gang, taking
on holiday cover and eventually becoming a
General Foreman before becoming a Site Manager.
What is the best thing about apprenticeships in
construction?
Rocket: You learn from experienced people by
watching, listening and doing.
Paul: I was pretty quiet when I first met Rocket but
he helped me come out of my shell. I’ve learnt a lot
about how to be a good mentor from him – something
that helped me with new starters in my own team.
You have a responsibility to pass on skills and knowledge
to the next generation. Our industry needs new blood and
apprenticeships are the perfect way to bring this in.
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How has the industry changed during your career?
Rocket: The biggest shift I have seen has been in how we
approach mental health. Builders are often just seen as
rough and tough but we are just people, with the same
feelings and vulnerabilities as everyone else. I became a
mental health first aider about four years ago and have
found it hugely beneficial when managing my team. I can
spot the signs when something is wrong and I encourage
conversation and communication – this just simply wasn’t
the done thing when I was a kid on site.
Paul: There have been huge changes in health and safety
in general. It has been massively enhanced in the last two
decades and our COVID-19 response is the perfect example
of how seriously we take the wellbeing of our staff.
What’s the best thing about working together?
Rocket: Paul knows I’m here if he needs me. He never does
but that isn’t the point.
Paul: Rocket is more to me than just a guy who mentored
me. We are mates as well and have family BBQs and social
gatherings outside of work. It’s the icing on the cake that we
are now on sites that are next door to each other, especially
with people we have mentored who are now mentoring
others.

ANDERSONGROUP.CO.UK
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COMING
SOON

New phase at Faversham Lakes
A collection of brand new homes
in a stunning new country park.

Register your interest now
01795 515 856
sales@favershamlakes.co.uk
favershamlakes.co.uk
Faversham Lakes, Ham Road, Faversham, ME13 7FJ

*Help to Buy terms and conditions apply.

